This study aims at observing the benefit and the teaching technic of teaching writitng at Sekolaha alam Ar Ridho seamrang. This is a nature based school in which emphasis the teaching learning process basis of nature.
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Background of the Study
In non English speaking countries, teaching English has also become a trend to keep up with international development of education.
The Indonesian people also put English as the important foreign languages. Students should be researcher. Because of they should find out the information itself.
Curriculum 2013 required students to observe environment or sample then make conclusion itself. The centre of teaching learning was not teacher but the students.
Teacher was not the only one source.
Students could get the information from many ways. 
Method of Teaching
Writing Skill
Writing is one of language skill.
Writing activity happened before 100.000 years ago, the earliest writing just like Writing is a two-step process.
First, you figure out your meaning, then you put it into language: Thus it can be stated that writing is one of the language skills which need a physical and mental process of students to express ideas, feelings, experience, message and opinion through words.
Natural Environment
Teacher has many methods and technique in teaching learning process. 
Tehcnique of Analyzing the Data
In analyzing the data, the writer has some steps that Number of actual agreement x100
Number of possible agreement
This formulas used to all the questions of questionnaire
After that, the writer made report the research finding into detail analysis that will answer the research problems. The last, she described the research finding and made conclusion about the research.
Discussion
English is a global language in the world. It is the best foundation for students.
We must balance between praying and doing, and we will get the best result. We must remember with our God and our religion. Doing without praying can not bring the best result.
If we have ability, we should not be arrogant, we should pocket pride. 
